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Editor's Note
First and foremost, we would like to thank our amazing staff for all
of the help and dedication to the magazine this year. We would also like to
thank our advisors, Dr. David Downing and Jesse Waters for their support
throughout this process. We could not have produced such an amazing literary
magazine without all of your help.
We are so incredibly impressed with the writers and artists here
on campus who put themselves out there by submitting their work to the
magazine. It takes a lot of courage to submit something as personal as a piece
of writing or art, and for their courage we are so grateful. We are so proud of
this edition of Fine Print, which features the art, fiction, creative nonfiction, and
poetry of writers from all different backgrounds, majors, and experiences. Each
of their unique perspectives can be seen in their work.
We can all learn from each other if we listen to our neighbor’s stories. So
read, listen, and learn from your fellow students here at Elizabethtown College.
We’re all a lot wiser than we might think.
Thank you for the opportunity to be Co-Editors. We hope you enjoy this
year’s addition of Fine Print Literary Magazine.
									-Lizzie and Megan
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The Garden of Eden
By Sam Friedline

My love and I, we live in sin.
“Hell waits for those who taint our Earth,”
Say those whose God has rage within
“This filthy life! Unholy mirth!”
This fear: salvation gone from both,
Or hell’s great flames for us at death.
Cause some to take the solemn oath,
To speak not truth ‘til one’s last breath.

Yet evil not, our love is true.
Salvation’s promised, lover mine,
For in the garden out of view,
We still partake the fruit from vine.
As others look on shocked, afraid,
Of this love Eve and Lilith made.

Photograph by Hannah Seaver
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Allies

Madison Chiaravolloti
My brother, this life is nothing but a game. The game where you move your game piece
up three spaces, but back four. Every turn you lose money, but you eventually gain it back
if you play the game correctly. The blocks are colored with neon shades of blue, green,
and red. You have to follow the blocks in order to advance in the game. Are you playing
the game correctly? I know you always cheat. I know you try to outsmart the rest of us.
I know you will laugh in our faces when you win. You have always been this witty. You
have always been this competitive. But I love you my brother, welcome to the game of life.
Round 1: This is where we grew up, our home is plain and white. You were just a
baby when we crawled up with mom and dad in bed on Sunday mornings. Dad sat
up straight and played his acoustic guitar lightly as mom sipped on her coffee with
bed sheets still draped over her legs. We could look out the big window and see our
pool glistening in the morning sun, with a light breeze blowing the trees in the woods
where bluebirds flew from. This was peace and serenity. This was the time we were
siblings by happiness and by blood; not by values and responsibilities. Soon, this
meeting on Sunday mornings stopped. Our parents no longer laid next to each other
for their Sunday ritual, and the pool did not glisten, and there was no more breeze.
These are the times that being siblings was a bond, a relationship, a reflection.
Round 2: Both of us had our favorite Disney characters when we saw them face to face
in 2002. Mom and Dad were willing to take us with grandmom and pop-pop to have this
expensive but unfathomable experience. We waited hours in line to see these characters
we admired. We stood in the heat with our parents and drank a lot of warm water. When
we had the chance to have them sign our autograph books, they held every one of our
secrets. They were all we wanted the whole vacation. Mom and Dad let us watch the
movies with them in it as we contemplated if living life like Ariel or Buzz Lightyear was a
good option for us. We would hold these super powers within us and only brought them
up if playing with the drum set downstairs got old. It was important to our parents that
we had a good role model on TV since grandmom let us stare at the TV for three hours at
a time; yes, three hours at a time. One movie, then one TV show. We could see how the
fake cartoons lived under water or in a child’s toy chest. We now know why they were
really living in these unique environments today, and we understand why they held up
in our minds so well. I wanted to be beautiful and wanted; you wanted to feel simple and
fun. We take after our parents in this sense, similar to the princesses and super heroes.
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Round 3: Going into high school, we started valuing what love really is.
Parents do not have to be in love; we can build our own relationships without an example.
We drove to school together and talked about how stupid our classes were, and how bad
we wanted to be in college. College meant leaving home where we can learn freedom
instead of learning how to split custody. Education was the place that knitted us together
at the seam, a place we could share the halls bumping into each other while holding
books, but never making eye contact. Eye contact meant there was going to be a story
on the ride home from school at the end of the day. These are the days we took the long
way home. The days that being troubled was okay, and bad decisions were accepted.
Round 4: Growing with you through the school dances, fights, and family dinners; we
have seen the best and worst of each other. Your short fumes during an argument against
my illogical battles never seemed to mix well. You fight with knowledge whereas I fight
with emotion. This is how we differ. Choosing our battles in life, picking what is worth
the time and aggravation is a good skill to have. In this game, please be careful who
you choose to fight for. Do not waste your precious energy on someone who does not
care, even if you think you are doing a greater good. Going about having a successful,
young adulthood takes a lot of patience and strength. Knowing that no matter what, you
are being looked at, observed, and watched like a hawk sees their prey. Every choice
you have is judged before you even make a decision. Even when no one sees eye to
eye with you on big conclusions; I always will. We are different, but my support for
you, even when your choices are foolish, is everlasting beyond your understanding.
My brother, the game of life is easy. Be kind, make good choices, and remember
what true love looks like. Dig through memories that are buried deep in your mind,
and pull them out when you need a lesson. Learn how to look at life from a window
outside, but do not look too close. Reflect wisely, but do not scare yourself away. Life
is not scary, it is magical. Life is the greatest thing we as humans could ever get our
hands on; but getting a grip is a different story. Although no one really has a good grip,
even if it seems like they do. Know your worth, but please stay humble my brother.
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Loss

Megan White
You never get over losing a child.
That pain, that suffering, is deeper than
anything you can even imagine. Your
whole world is ripped away from you. It’s
as if the sun stops shining, the stars stop
twinkling, your heart stops beating. You
start in a state of shock, thinking it can’t
possibly be real. How could your whole
world, your whole light, be gone? How
can something so innocent and pure and
beautiful cease to exist? Then you start to
realize what you are missing. You go to tell
her a story and realize she can no longer
listen. You go to hang up her coat that she
will never wear again. You go to tuck her
in to a bed that will go uninhabited. Then
you start to miss her, her being. You miss
her laugh, the way her eyes shone when she
smiled. You miss her mood swings and her
phases. You miss arguing with her because
even when she was yelling at you, she was
still here. You miss being able to hold her in
your arms, late at night, and know that you
will never know a deeper love. You will
never feel anything as strongly as you do
with that child. Nothing can ever compare
to the warmth she radiates into your
soul. Nothing comes close to making you
smile as brightly. You’ve lost your whole
purpose, your whole reason for breathing.
Is it worth it anymore? Can you possibly go
on knowing you will never again hold her
hand or help her make a tough decision?

neighbors. You will run to the grocery store
to get those cookies you’ve been craving
and put something into your body other
than bitter air. The people will stare at you
and pity you because they can only imagine
what pain you are going through. But you
keep your head held high and your nose
pointed forward and realize that they will
always wonder, but they will never know.
That love and that pain is yours alone to bear
and all the sad looks in the world could not
take that from you. So, you pack up your
grocery bags and you smile at Mrs. Jenkins
down the street and you realize that the sun
keeps shining even though your baby can’t
see it’s rays and the birds will keep chirping
songs your child will never hear again. And
you realize that is ok. Because you knew
your baby girl. You held her from day one,
when she was microscopic in your belly,
and you held her until her last breath in
that hospital bed. And though you’ll miss
the graduations and the wedding and the
grandbabies you always dreamed of, you
got 9 years. 9 glorious years filled with love
deeper than the crevices in the earth and
adventures more daring than you could
image. You got to feel her little hand wrap
around your finger and her heart beating in
sync with your own. You got to brush that
long blonde hair and stroke that skin that
had to be softer than anything else on this
earth.

But you get up. You place your
feet in your shoes and you decide, yes,
you will make it out the door today. You
will get the mail and tend the garden that
has overgrown to the point of scaring the

You got to see yourself as a child
again. You got to reexperience first steps
and new friendships and aching pains.
You got to see the start of school and the
bus driver shutting the door in your face.
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You got to hold her hand as she got her ears
pierced and help her pick out the colors
of her bedroom. You got to help her blow
out her birthday candles and pick out her
outfits for picture day. You got 3285 days of
pure and utter happiness.
And though she is gone, though
her light has been stolen from this world,
you know you will be ok, even if it takes
longer than expected. You know that you
will carry on knowing your baby girl is
watching you from above, smiling at her
mama continue to live and grow the garden
you had started together. You know she is
watching you donate her toys to children

who have none and turn her bedroom into
a craft room where you can pursue your
dreams. You know she is watching as you
clutch her favorite teddy bear in your arms
to fall asleep each night and sniff the soft
smell of her favorite t-shirt first thing every
morning. She will watch you plant a kiss
on the picture frame next to your bed each
night before shutting out the light, saying,
“goodnight my sweet angel. I’ll see you
again someday.”

Photograph by
Shiori Ota

Merging

Rebecca Easton
Tick
Tock
Tick
Tock

I light my candle
and pass the flame on.
It dances a wild samba,

devoid of rhythm.
We’ve gathered in the bowel of the chapel,
crammed into creaky wooden pews with
scratchy purple cushions that blister forth
flat, yellowed cotton.
We
Sit
		And
			We
				Wait
					In
silence.
This is Her day,
a day to mourn the life lost
and celebrate the spirit gained.
I touch the dripping wax as it
slides down the candle.
I want to hurt.
I want to
feel.
Tick
What was her pain?
Tock
Where did she go?
Tick
Why did she leave?
Tock
Do I want to know?
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Snow Days
Emmett Ferree

Inspired by Ted Kooser’s “A Rainy Morning”
A small child in a salmon snowsuit –
blonde braids peeking out from beneath the rough wool –
wades cautiously through the snow.
Much like a swimmer propels himself through water,
she takes her mittened hand and cups the snow,
pushing it away from her chest and towards her puffy hips,
a breaststroke atop solid ground.
So deliberately placed is each step
of this difficult maneuver she has yet to grasp,
her rosy cheeks beautiful with determination
while she stumbles along in the bitter wind.

Photograph by
Andrew Dewalt

Running for President
Darren Labenberg

July 4th, 2026, now one week past,
produced the greatest blow Americans
have ever felt.

attack like this would have damaged
the countries self-esteem, but otherwise
the impact would have minimal. There
are contingency plans put in place by
the government to avoid complete
governmental collapse. But this was not a
normal occasion and the contingency plan
failed. Nobody was left to step in and lead
the country. Every man in the chain of
command was removed from the face of
the Earth in one fell swoop.

A John Booth type character, acting
on his own, forever altered the course of
the country with one well-placed bomb
constructed in his basement. There was no
As emergency crews attempt to
warning, no threats, just a psychopath with clear the crater which was once our capital,
a nuclear engineering degree looking for panic ensued and chaos ruled in the United
a good time. He will never see it, but the States.
chaos following his little prank would have
made him proud.
During this troubled time, the path
to the future came from an unlikely source.
					
Hollywood. With TV being Americas
An extravagant celebration of the favorite past-time, a small-time movie
th
250 anniversary of our freedom was being director came up with a fair way to regain
held in the White House that evening. our countries strength.
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue had never seen
“We will have a presidential race,”
a larger crowd. At the conclusion of the he declares to the millions glued to their
event, you would have found everyone televisions at home, “like no other before
looking up from their places on the lawn it. Each state now has one week to select
in preparation of the fireworks, as the stars their best candidate. They must be strong,
made their inaugural appearance.
brave and willing to endure more than
When the show began, the cheer
which arose was said to be heard from
across the state border in Delaware. It wasn’t
much of a surprise that a white van making
its way onto the White House complex was
over-looked. With all eyes turned to the
sky, it never received a suspicious glance.

they ever have for their country in its time
of need, because as of 8 PM next Saturday,
America’s newest survival show will make
its appearance.”

“At this time, contestants will
begin their journey from Atlantic City,
New Jersey, to right here in Hollywood.
The bomb went off in the middle of Traveling by foot over 2,500 miles. The rules
the finale. There were no survivors within a are simple, no assistance, no use of modern
transportation. Just one foot in front of the
mile radius.
other. First one to make it here leads our
Under normal circumstances, an country into the future.”
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For a Friend
Matt Godek

Sure as the sun sets in the west
And that the sky is blue,
I surely have not met a girl
Who shines as bright as you.

And with your friendship we receive
A love that's strong and true.
We never will be so impressed
As when we are with you.
And let us not forget to note
How much you've changed and grew.
You're perfect in your own small way,
But that we always knew.
And in the end you know for sure
Your friends are stuck like glue.
For we will never meet a girl
Who shines as bright as you.

Photograph by
Lauren Poland

Mile-long Hallway
Julia Soltis

Immediately after getting out of the van, I
am handed a box of band aids and told to
cover up any scratch or cut on my body
before I enter the building. When we enter
San Jose Hospice in Guatemala, I see a large
desk covered in medicine bottles and pills
separated out in tens of little piles. There are
five nurses frantically working behind the
desk, running around to specific children
and trying to give each child the attention he/
she needs; this seems like an impossible task.
This hospice is designed to care for
children who are HIV+ or have AIDS. Many
of them are orphans who lost their parents
to AIDS and are now infected themselves.
There are other children whose families
cannot afford the $800-$1000 it costs every
month to provide the medicine needed
to keep a single child alive. The program
has also started accepting some HIV+
parents who have nowhere to go for help.
As the nurse directs us out of the main
lobby and down a hallway right around the
corner, the mood shifts as a slight chill falls
over the room. Each room we pass is the
home of a sick child attached to a hospital
bed for the rest of his/her short life. This
is the section of the building designated
for children who basically have no hope.
They are innocent human beings who were
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put into this situation through no fault
of their own. And yet we pass room after
room, viewing so many children suffering
alone. This hallway feels like a mile long.
We are taken into one of the rooms
that houses a baby who’s not even oneyear-old and was born to a prostitute who
passed away during labor. This baby will
not live to be more than 2 years old. Shortly
after he was born, he was brought to San
Jose Hospice with no family and a deadly
disease. All day, I continue to hear the
unfortunate stories that are all too similar
to this one. The innocent kids in these
rooms don’t have this same luxury. This
is a reality they can’t just walk away from.
We walk into a huge common room,
full of excited children running around
playing games with each other and soon to
be us. After a couple minutes of introducing
ourselves, everyone is ready to jump into the
fun. Crafts are being made, faces are being
painted, and tag is entertaining the children
outside. There is a huge hilly yard with a
playground which allots for endless laughter.
I turn around to see one little girl standing
by herself quietly in the corner. I walk over
to her and try to introduce myself, but I
know very little Spanish. As I am trying
to connect with her, she seems hesitant
to play with me and doesn’t even crack a
smile until I pull out the tickle monster.
Instantly, she begins tickling me back and
running from me, laughing the whole time
with a smile on her face that could capture

any audience. Her happiness is contagious.
We continue playing around as I am lifting
her up, letting her take pictures on my camera
and drawing in the dirt outside. She has this
twinkle in her eye that never dulls. When
other children come to join us in the fun,
she becomes very reserved and shy. But after
a few seconds of tickle-monster-persuading,
she is back in the scene with everyone else.
Her name is Maria and we spend the entire
day together. I don’t know what it is, but
something about her shy presence and
contagious smile instills a feeling of warmth
inside me all day. I never want to leave.
It’s now time to teach a quick lesson to the
children about the bible. We start with a
song that many of the kids are dancing to
and trying to follow along. But I notice
Maria standing back in the corner alone
again. I separate from my team and go pick
her up to bring her back to the front with
me. Ah, there’s that smile again. Instantly
she is clapping her hands and wants to
get down to dance with me. Everyone
is jumping around and yelling different
words but there isn’t a frown in the room.
At the end of our session, we surprise
the children with string bracelets that we
previously made. Each one has six different
colored beads on it. The colors are black
for sin, red for the blood Jesus shed for us,
white for forgiveness, blue for baptism,
green for growing in God and yellow for
eternal life in heaven. It is difficult to explain
this message with the language barrier, so

we have a translator with us as well. But
somehow the lack of verbal communication
is strengthening the connection between the
kids and I. We are relying on our hand motions
and interpretive dance to talk to each other,
which opens up room for a lot of laughter.
I kneel down in front of Maria and tie a
bracelet around her wrist as our leader is
trying to pack up our stuff to go home for
the day. I try to explain to Maria that we
are going and that I had a fantastic day with
her, but the language barrier denies me the
opportunity. So our translator, Linda, comes
over and starts talking to Maria in Spanish.
Linda explains that we were only here to
hang out for the day and we must leave now.
As soon as she realizes what is going on, tears
fill Maria’s eyes. She quickly wraps herself
around my waist and continues to cry. I kneel
down in front of her and say in Spanish,
“God loves you, I love you, and I will see you
again one day,” and then give her a huge hug.
I don’t know where that Spanish came from
because I certainly didn’t memorize it. And
one year later, I took the same mission
trip back to Guatemala, where we visited
San Jose Hospice. But Maria wasn’t there.
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Thank You to my Mother
Brianna Titi

My mother,
You are the most beautiful soul.
I am so blessed to call you my mother.
You are the rock, the glue and the love
that connects our family together.
You and I have had the greatest adventures
together. Every moment with you is precious
and I wish I could let you know how much you
inspire me. You are always there for me in
my brightest princess days and on the storm clouds
of tears days. Our long talks have changed as I grew older,
and I know that we will forever continue to have meaningful
talks such as these. No matter how far I am from you, I will
always cherish you.
The love you have given me is unconditional.
I hope you know that my love is the same for you.
Thank you for working so hard physically and emotionally
to make me and our family happy. I know that at times we
utterly exhaust you. But, no matter how tired you become,
you never fail to make us feel loved and valued. Thank you.
You are self-less and I hope that I can be as
giving and loving as you are. You have showed me
what a world full of commitment, motivation and kindness
that is incompararble to anything in this world. I hope to
emulate this one day. I pray for you that you may have
happiness and blessings always.
Thank you for being my very best friend and the person
I can always count on. One day, you will be my maid of honor.
I’ve had the honor of being your daughter. I love you Mommy.
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Behind the Counter

asked you what was wrong. You began
to explain that your hands were swollen
and that your cane slipped out from
Melissa Spencer
underneath you at a McDonald’s and you
Behind the counter, I see you.
fell flat onto the hard, tile floor. Your hip,
Parking your car and crawling to the
replaced to begin with, was now fractured
door, I see you. As you struggle with your again, and you were in paralyzing pain.
two canes and the weight of the handle,
I sympathized with you and told you to
I watch you, hoping you don’t fall. You
enjoy your doughnut. And likewise, you
come in every day. I make your coffee,
did.
just the way you like it. Yet, I wish I could
I didn’t want to walk away from
do more.
your booth, but my duty called. I knew
From one cane to two, from coming something was wrong. I turned back
up to the counter on your own to waiting towards you, from behind the counter,
for me in the booth, I notice. Your health is only to see your eyes closed and your
deteriorating and your mind is starting to head down on the table. I ran towards you
wander. You are in tremendous amounts and shouted your name, hoping you’d
of pain, I can see it in your eyes. Your
wake up. Luckily, you did.
glory days are behind you. Your family is
Some days, your smile is brighter
gone. Even your dog is dead. But, you still
than
others.
You like to tell stories, and I
have me, and I am glad to wait on you.
like to listen. You tell me of your days in
From day to day, the doughnut you the War; you tell me about your Harley
eat varies. Yet, your coffee is always the
Davidson motorcycle. You describe your
same. A small cup with one shot of water, dead dog and the family you once had.
the house blend brew, with five creamers You even bring in scrapbooks to show
and one packet of sugar on the side. You
me a younger, more able version of you.
used to be able to open the creamers on
You are so proud of what you were, yet so
your own, but your hands are too weak
saddened by what you have become.
and shriveled up to do so anymore. First,
From behind the counter, I have
it was your legs. Then, it was your hip.
made
a
friend. A friend in a man that
Now your hands. I can’t even begin to
doesn’t have too many days left. You are
imagine what’s next to go.
a staple of my daily work experience, a
I remember the day I thought I
man I can count on to always be there.
lost you. It was a Saturday afternoon.
From behind the counter, I wait for you,
You struggled through the door as you
hoping God has blessed you with another
usually do. I watched you sit down and
tomorrow. Your coffee, your doughnut,
I took the time to start to get your coffee
and I all wait for you, waiting behind the
together. I approached you and I could
counter. We anxiously await your arrival.
see the pain in your eyes. I took a seat and For, we all dread the day you can no
22
longer visit anymore.

This Life

Samantha Romberger
In another life
I was slim and long and lean,
Soft and stupid and gentle.
I had a name that rolled and tumbled
Like a ballerina
On the dark, wet stages of everyone’s tongues.
It was a gown-draped candy
Spilling from hungry mouths and sweet teeth.
In another life
I was tossed from arm to arm,
Broader and stronger and longer,
Because my own feet were delicateLike needle points
Balancing on the threads of everyone’s love.
I was traced by hands, like crumbling sand
Along a crowded shoreline.
I was known to tilt my head back
And drink the eyes and smiles.

Teacups

In this lifeUnder dim canvas light,
I sketch words between lines
As a ten-minute melody
Tucks me into bed.

Emily Derois
My fingertips trace the weathered cup’s shimmering rim
absentmindedly, while I breathe in cinnamon, old castles,
cream, country meadows, culture, and seaside cottages.
For a moment I am elsewhere, in a century of propriety
and cravats, surrounded by framed family portraits,
embroidered pillows, and polite conversation.
Slowly, reluctantly, my hand drifts again towards
the saucer, and there I gingerly rest the teal china cup.
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As Fate Would Have
it, I turned 21
Emily Weider

As fate would have it, I turned 21,
a day more memorable for me than for some.
Convivial, loose, energetic, carefree
It's your birthday. Relax, have fun, Emily.

If they understood, accepted my mirth,
my twin would be here and I by the hearth.
Instead, she’s thriving in the tavern cadence
as sip by sip “our” party drains my patience.
One six-pack of social immersion
or pages of solitary excursions,
my introversion need not think twice,
yet no one gave me that gift: my choice.

Photograph by
Sara Allocco

Home in all the Unexpected Places
Angel Richard

We sat at the kitchen table and ate whatever
concoction you had conjured up that night,
Mom, when I said that I was going to study
abroad in Florence, Italy, and that I wanted to
live where things happened on a scale much
larger than Perry County. I never asked for
permission. Truth be told, I made up my
mind long before I ever had the courage to
say it out loud. Europe was an appeal that
clawed at my imagination and curiosity
from the time I was only beginning to
understand the great scheme of this world,
and I think you two knew that all along.
Now that I am home and my great
European quest has been fulfilled, I realize
that I never thanked you for being brave,
understanding that my aspirations were too
big for our small town, and having faith
in knowing that I could manage without
you two by my side. And although Europe
had continually been my fantasy, during
my time there I found one thing to remain
to be true: Nowhere is quite like home.
I arrive in Florence; the streets are tiny and
the cobblestones make walking feel like
an obstacle course as I try to dodge the
mopeds flying past me. A headache churns
in my head within 30 minutes because of the
constant buzzing of taxis and motorbikes,
which serves as another abnormality to me.
I finally reach the Duomo in all its ancient
glory. It towers over the city, carving its
turquoise, gold, and crimson presence into
the afternoon sky. My minuscule existence
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grows apparent as other tourists crowd around
me to capture their perfect photo and I forget that
I am now an inhabitant of the city, and not just
another onlooker. My gaze falls on the Italians
swerving through the throng of admirers, not even
glancing at the Duomo. The women are clothed
in furs and heels as they clutch onto their Louis
Vuitton handbags. Observing my black leggings,
grey suede boots, and L.L. Bean backpack,
I understand that I am very far from home.
There, the only noise I hear is the occasional
mooing from the neighbors’ cows, not mopeds
and taxis speeding by. No building in Perry
County could ever capture the overwhelming
feeling of appreciation and awe that the Duomo
can bestow upon me and no one carries
around a Louis Vuitton, let alone owns one.
Unexpectedly, I miss the sound of cows mooing
and the faint smell of manure in the distance.
Paris is one of those rare cities that thrives even
when the sun has already retired for its daily
slumber. It is one in the morning and although
I should be sleeping, I cannot wait until the sun
awakens to let my eyes capture its beauty. When
I was in middle school, I gained this fascination
with the Eiffel Tower to the point where it took
over all the décor on my walls. I memorized its
triangular shape and its exact location through
Google Earth. And now, I have the chance to
gaze at the actual masterpiece. So, how can I
sleep? The streets are full of natives enjoying
their nightly cigarette and filling the air with
smoke that I try not to catch my breath on. The
French language spills out of those passing by

and it soothes me like a childhood lullaby as
I follow my old friend’s rotating yellow beam
of light. Then I see her, La Dame de Fer, and
her five billion sparkling lights as they glisten
on the water serving as an invitation for me to
cross the river. As I rush across the bridge to
be by her side, I locate a spot along the water
to perch myself on. The French stroll past
me, unamused, and I let the tears carve a trail
down my face. My 13 year-old-self would be
proud of me; I am proud of me. At only 19
years old, I accomplished my lifelong dream.
When I finally pull myself away from the
Eiffel Tower, an inner sadness rises within
me. It is not the distance that I put between
me and her that causes this sensation, but
rather the lack of comfort that I receive once
I accomplished something so grand in my life.
After every award, speech and goal reached,
you two were always there waiting for me at
the end of the night. Dad, you would slap me
on the back and say, “I’m proud of you, kid,”
before pulling me into your arms. I wish you
could have been there to experience that awe
moment with me because all I needed was
that smack on the back and five little words.
I step onto the street in Athens and it is
worn down from all the neighborhood
children playing soccer and the apartments’
cinderblock walls are smeared with Greek
words that I do not have the knowledge to
decipher. Orange blossom trees loom over the
broken sidewalk, leaving me with a faint scent
of unbathed children and freshly squeezed
tangerines. I clutch the map for survival as
the natives stare, knowing very well that I do
not belong in their street. The few legible road
signs are written in Greek, so I take a chance

on the dirt road that has no clear end in hopes
that it will take me somewhere significant.
Pebbles crunch under my feet as each brave step
leads me further away from humanity. The dirt
path is no longer clear as I am now fabricating
the right passage and the bugs begin to greet
me. They swarm, scared of the new intruder,
and feast on the meal that walked so willingly
into their territory. The terrain is rocky and the
grass protrudes, swaying in the wind like troll
hair. I am probably a mile into my trek when I
spot the lemon colored wildflowers. I pluck
one and weave its stem through my fingers.
A recollection fogs my vision. The fields hair
flows in the wind and rolls through the dips in the
hills towards home as I venture through with no
clear destination. Dogs search through the gravel
beside me in search of something worthwhile.
The white and yellow wildflowers in my familiar
fields dance in random patches, diffusing my
daydream. I am no longer in my accustomed
terrain, but rather in Greece, and there are no
pups beside me or a trail to lead me home. As my
attention reigns in, there the Acropolis stands, on
the highest mountain, in all its ruinous beauty.
I am in Madrid this time and as I stroll through
Buen Retiro Park I search for what is still
unknown to me. The trees are groomed into
various geometric shapes, the fountain carves
a mist of rainbows into the sky, and the silver,
scarlet and daffodil flowers are arranged into
precise beds for their eternal growth. These
gardens enchant its visitors, providing me
with the sensation that I am Alice chasing the
white rabbit and wandering around in this
Spanish wonderland. Yet, something is absent.
This world contains only artificial nature. I grasp
that real beauty lies at home where there is no
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civilization to be seen, only nature in its purest
form. The trees are malformed; the shrubs are not
evenly combed; and the grass is not nurtured. It
is evident that no human hands have ever held it,
and then I realize: that makes all the difference.
My landscape is not flamboyant, because it
does not need to be. Some of God’s work can be
ignored, but in the eyes of the proper beholder, it
can move mountains. Because for me, being in a
world that is so out of my element, I found a slice
of home that I did not envision I would crave.
I trace my fingers over the wrought iron bars that
stand before me and Buckingham Palace. They’re
frigid against my fingertips as the chiseled iron
and gold royal crest hang above my head. The
lion’s silent roar guards the palace, protecting the
Queen. I stare through the bars at a fortress that I
will never cease to know and I gaze as the guards
in their red tunics take their articulate strides.
The fascination with the royal family sparks
within me and hope of the miniscule possibility
of seeing the Queen herself rises in my chest.
Suddenly, I am 14 years-old again. I am spread
on my parents’ bed in my pajamas. My mother
is lying next to me and has the television on. A
church comes into focus as a TV angle zooms
in on the Queen and then on the bride-to-be,
Kate. She glides down the aisle as my mother
gasps at the beauty of her white gown and her
fascination puts her in trance. As I stand in front
of Buckingham Palace, only one thought scrolls
through my mind, “Mom, would love this.”
Sometimes home has a pulse. It breathes air into
your lungs and instills an inner calmness that
becomes so natural that you are not aware of it
until you have been away for too long. Home
has a distinct voice, and maybe it is not always
audible, but you can hear it even in the silence.
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For me, home is not Europe. Home is situated
in Perry County, in wide open fields, with the
sound of Mom calling that dinner is ready and
trusting that Dad will be asleep by 10 p.m. on
his recliner. Europe encompasses cities full of
wonder and beauty, but none of them are for
me. Because Mom and Dad, you’ve given me
the world, but home is my favorite place to be.
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Piano Key Medial, The Flamebound Now Flightless Fowl

Sean Danieli
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“Where are Christina and Ben?”
Mrs. Clark asks.
Notebooks stop shuffling. Backpacks
stop zipping. My best friend Erin drops her
mechanical pencil. When she sits up, I can’t
tell if she’s going to scream or start sobbing.
The other ninth period AP Literature
students give each other knowing looks.
They’ve seen this coming since freshman
year, but now it’s official.
“Well, Mrs. Clark, it is almost the
end of senior year, and they’re both gone…”
Erin mumbles before pretending to look
for the pencil she’s already put next to her
notebook.
“Never mind, Erin, I understand,”
Mrs. Clark says, sensing the tension in the
room before looking down and uttering an
obligatory “Good for them.” Someone must
have told her. Every spring Principal Barnes
examines the senior class rankings and
summons the presumptive Valedictorian
and Salutatorian to her office, where she
usually tells them to start writing their
graduation speeches.
But our class is different. It had
started out normally enough. Christina’s
sister had been the Valedictorian of her
class, so we all expected Christina herself
to at least make top ten. Sure enough,
she quickly established herself as the
student to beat and we all accepted that
she would follow in her sister’s footsteps.
Then came AP Physics, which Christina
just didn’t understand (and by “just didn’t
understand,” I mean she missed an A by one
point). Meanwhile, Ben quietly maintained
his stellar grades, and rumor had it his GPA
even passed Christina’s at one point. Either
way, depending on the decimal point
you rounded to, Christina and Ben were

Third Degree Burns
Stephanie Miller

currently tied for Valedictorian.
Class goes on as usual. We debate
what Willy Loman is trying to sell in Death
of a Salesman and resist the urge to look at
the clock. Just as Mrs. Clark is about to go
off on one of her signature tangents, the
door squeaks open. Christina and Ben walk
in, trying not to attract attention but failing.
Everything pauses for the fraction of a
second it takes for us all to glance over and
try to read their faces and figure out what
had happened.
We keep watching as instead of
stopping at his desk, Ben walks over to
Erin and whispers something. The only
word I can make out is “Barnes.” Erin
glances at Mrs. Clark, who nods before
restarting the discussion. For a first-year
teacher, Mrs. Clark is handling our school’s
administration very well.
I can’t focus after Erin leaves. The
possibilities whirl around my head. I know
Erin is somewhere in the top five students,
and if Barnes calls her right after Christina
and Ben, that probably means she’s number
three.
Or is she?
If the administration had decided to
round Ben’s GPA up to match Christina’s,
they would share the Valedictorian spot
and give a speech together. Then with the
second spot open, the administration would
see who was in the third spot and let him/
her give the Salutatorian speech.
“Or at least they should,” I think. “Erin
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wants it more than either of them. Besides, this
has never happened before. They can’t just make
up rules like that.”
I know Erin probably won’t be
satisfied with Salutatorian-By-Default,
but it’s better than third, right? The other
option is to carry out the decimal places
until Christina’s GPA is certainly higher
than Ben’s. While I think this isn’t entirely
ethical, it would nail down a definite one
and two.
Erin returns with five minutes left
in the school day. I look up when the door
squeaks open. This time, everyone else
is focused on the discussion. Erin’s curly
chestnut hair covers most of her face, and
she reminds me of those students one sees
on the news being led out of a building after
cheating on the SAT’s. As she sits down,
her expression is unreadable. When the bell
rings, she’s the first one out the door.
I gather my stuff and try to silence
my thoughts about what I suspect went
on behind Barnes’s doors. Outside the
classroom, I join the tide of students flowing
down the hall to lockers, cars and buses. The
hallways that had spurred so much awe
in me four years before are now dim and
suffocating. I pass the main bulletin board.
A flier advertising yearbooks urges us to
“Make your memories last FOREVER!” A
senior smacks a binder out of a freshman’s
hands. Couples make out in every corner,
preparing for the twenty minutes of
afternoon-commute separation before
they get home, when they can finally be in
each other’s (digital) arms again. A teacher
starts to scold a girl for violating the dress
code, but the girl is out the door before her
shoulders can distract any more boys.
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“And here we have the best years of our

lives,” I think, suddenly disgusted.
I turn the corner just as Erin yanks
her locker open with more effort than
necessary.
“Are you okay?” I ask as the locker
door clangs into the one next to it.
“I should be better,” she says.
She continues before I can say anything,
“I mean, look at Christina. Senior class
secretary, newspaper editor, softball
captain, track team manager, the list
goes on,” counting off each title with her
fingers. “Barnes herself said she’s our first
Valedictorian Homecoming Queen. And
look at Ben. Student Council Speaker, Peer
Mentor, going to Notre Dame, has enough
ambition for all of us combined and
teachers love him for it. Hell, he’s probably
not even satisfied being number two.”
It’s clear she’s given this a lot of
thought. And who can blame her? She’s
supposedly ranked third in our class of
just over 200. A remarkable feat in itself,
but not enough for Erin Burg. Third means
no speech at graduation, no picture in the
newspaper. In her mind, she may as well
not have even tried.
“And the worst part is it’s for the
best,” she continues. “Them winning, I
mean. Can you
imagine Barnes introducing Erin Burg as
Salutatorian? Sure, everyone would clap,
but half of them would think ‘Who’s this
girl?’. I want to be remembered for my
brain, but that can’t be all I’m remembered
for.”
“So they decided not to round up,”
I think, my heart sinking. Christina would
follow in her sister’s footsteps as Jefferson
High’s only Valedictorian. Ben would give

his speech as the next in line. Erin, now people like Erin, the ones who lead only by
officially ranked third, had been given the example, who succeed but didn’t flaunt it,
verbal equivalent of a participation trophy. tend to get left in the shadows. They deserve
whatever they work for, but there is always
“But it’s not all you are,” I say. something (or in many cases, someone) that
“You’re co-captain of the tennis team, causes them to be passed over.
you’re going to Duke, and you led the Quiz
Bowl team to placing second at States.”
The stream of passing students is
now a trickling brook. I notice that Erin has
But my words aren’t doing anything. a fingerprint on her glasses, but decide not
I’ve known Erin since first grade, which is to point it out yet. Her train of thought is
long enough to know that she has to work too far from the station for anything I say to
out this situation and her reaction to it in bring it back.
her own complex mind.
“The Valedictorian becomes a
“Thanks, Jules, but it’s not that symbol of his or her class,” Erin continues,
simple. Ali and I are the tennis team closing her locker more gently than she had
captains, but Ali’s the one who always opened it. “Everyone in the audience, no
leads the cheers and high-five lines matter which student they’re actually there
because she’s more outgoing than I am. for, has to acknowledge the Valedictorian
The underclassmen reach out to her more. and Salutatorian as the all-around best. In a
I’m the best senior player, but she’s the way, it has to be someone well-known like
real face of the team. Ms. Harrison knows Christina or Ben.”
full well that I’m the best at history out of
the seniors on Quiz Bowl, but she knows
At this point I’ve had enough. I am
Zach and Lizzie better because they were not going to let my best friend of more than
in her AP Psych class and I wasn’t. People a decade spend our last few months together
always think of someone else before they dwelling on this. Swallowing back tears, I
think of me,” Erin says, making less and force myself to push the truth of her words
less eye contact as she goes.
aside.
I find myself incapable of
responding because as depressing as the
words are, they’re true. Erin’s introversion
had always allowed her to excel behind
the scenes. Unfortunately, the spotlight
tended to shine on her equally talented,
but extroverted peers. This had even been
true in our friend group. If the sidewalk
was too narrow, Erin walked on the grass.
I realize I’m partially to blame for this,
and suddenly feel terrible because we
all genuinely love Erin. Everyone in the
school does. But that’s just the point.

“Look, we graduate in just over a
month. Then all this,” I say, pointing first to
the literature textbook she’d forgotten to put
in her locker, then gesturing around myself
toward the high school walls that seem to be
closing in around us, “Then all this will be
over.”

Over the years I had noticed that
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There Goes
Another One
Cassie Gordon

There goes another one,
One too tight to stop.
Another life, another stranger,
Stranger than the last.
There goes another one,
One too right to stand,
Another righteous, another pure,
Purer than the brackish sand.
There goes another one,
One too pure to move,
Another body untainted, untouched,
With a long journey ahead.
There goes another one,
One too sad to crawl,
Another break, another snap,
Then falls to clutch the dust.
There goes another one,
One too proud to stoop,
Another winner, another royal,
Higher than the rest.
There goes another one,
One too normal to notice,
Different in the little range of
commonality.
There goes the last.
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Exit 13

Emily Ebling
The clock read 6:35. Marcy rolled over
and faced Alan who was laying on his back,
snoring. She had always been an early riser, well
earlier than him at least.
Soon enough their alarm would go off
and preparations for their trip would begin.
In the meantime Marcy got up. She first
grabbed her phone from the desk by the window.
Seeing that she had no new notifications, she
opened the weather app. A high of 62 today,
chance of rain 40%.
“Much chillier than it has been,” she
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mumbled to herself, not to wake Alan.
Peering out their back window she
watched as the sun tried to poke its way through
the low-lying morning clouds. A gentle yet
consistent breeze swayed the branches of the
trees in the woods behind their home. A fawn
prancing across the yard near the edge of the
woods caught her attention.
She stretched her arms, reaching for the
ceiling and thought she spotted a larger animal
just beyond the brush. With the dim lighting it
was hard to make out what the figure was. A
coyote?
Marcy reached for her robe that had been
draped over her desk chair next to the bed. She
put it over her skimpy pajamas and glanced out

the window once more.
The fawn was gone.
Alan finally slumped into the kitchen
an hour later. The coffee had been brewing, and
Marcy was sitting at the table—newspaper in
hand.
“What’d yah make me for breakfast?”
Alan smiled, as he teased his girlfriend.
Her head popped up from behind the
sports section and she gave him this look that
had “are you serious” written all over it.
“I could really use some eggs.” said Alan.
“Well you know where to find them!”
Alan reached to the back of the fridge
and pulled out a rather light carton.
Opening it up his demeanor changed.
There weren’t any eggs left. 		
“You’re
awfully mopey for a 26-year-old, yah know
that?” She chuckled.
The two had spent weeks planning some
kind of destination vacation. When they were
about to book their flight and room they realized
Alan had never renewed his passport. He wasn’t
much of a traveler. That’s when Alan suggested
a road trip. Sure it wasn’t the Bahamas or Paris,
but he assured Marcy that the quality time they’d
spend together would be just as special.
The idea eventually grew on Marcy. Alan
had checked her browsing history a month ago
and found it was filled with Google Map searches
and roadside attraction websites. Of course she’d
never admit this to him, though.
Alan chuckled when she finally agreed. I
knew you’d come around, he had said to her, not
revealing he had already booked a hotel room in
the Florida Keys two weeks prior. That would be
their final destination. She’d love it.
He had been doing a lot of thinking
lately. Just before he had booked the hotel room,
he had stopped in at the jewelers and picked out
the prettiest diamond he could find. He just had

this feeling—a feeling telling him that this trip
was going to be like no other.
The suitcases were packed and in the
car. Marcy had double, if not triple, the amount
of clothing Alan did, and her bags took up the
entire trunk and even seeped into the back seat.
This always amazed Alan. Shaking his head in
disbelief, he threw his small duffle bag on the
floor in the back—basically the only room left.
Alan opened the front passenger door
and checked the glovebox for extra supplies.
There was a lot of crap in there, but he was able
to find his first aid kit, an old map, and some
ziplock bags. This time I’ll be prepared for
Marcy to get car sick. He chuckled
Shutting the door he made a mental note
to grab a flashlight, some paper towels, and his
bright red Swiss army knife he had since he was
a boy scout.
He walked back inside to start getting ready
himself.
“Hurry up Alan! You said you’d be
ready at least 30 minutes ago! I’d like to get
going with what little sunlight we have left!”
“Would you just cool it, honey? We’ve
got plenty of time. Why all the rush?” Alan
shouted from within the bathroom.
Marcy checked her well-worn wristwatch
one last time before Alan came rushing through
the kitchen. 4:27.
He casually threw his comb onto the
counter and grabbed her waist, leading her out
the door.
Marcy chuckled. “Did you even use the
comb? It sure doesn’t look like it.”
Alan rolled his eyes. He unlocked the
car and opened the door for Marcy— something
that was second nature at this point.
“Thanks, you’re a doll,” she said half
sarcastically and smiled to herself.
The couple, in their beat-up Honda
Civic, began their journey south.
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“Oh, I just love traveling! This is going to
be so much fun, don’t yah think, Al?”
He slowly lifted his shades into the top of
his head, stuck his tongue out, and
turned the volume up on the car’s stereo.
“We’re gonna have a blast, babe!” He
cheered.
Laughing, Marcy scolded him and told
him to keep his eyes on the road.
“We don’t need to have an accident 30 minutes
into our trip, Al! Be serious for
once!”
Turning the radio down, he apologized
to her.
They continued to cruise down the road.
Just as they turned onto Main Street
Alan’s stomach dropped.
I forgot to grab those extra supplies. He
didn’t let on to Marcy that he forgot
something again. It’s not like we’re really going
to use any of this stuff anyway, he tried calming
himself down.
Merging onto the main highway, Marcy
started to doze off a bit. Alan kept talking,
oblivious to the fact that his girlfriend was half
asleep, and how she was completely unaware of
the conversation she wasn’t having.
He finally looked over and laughed.
Nice, what a great co-pilot he thought to himself.
He drove for another 45 minutes, not
making a sound. Marcy deserved a nap, even
though he was kind of lonely.
To his right he saw an old-fashioned billboard
with just three lines of text.
“World’s Largest Bear Trap.”
“Galloway, West Virginia”
“Shade / Food / Cold Drinks”
Alan immediately shook Marcy awake.
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“Babe, we need to stop!”
“What? What’s going on!? Is something wrong?”
Marcy exclaimed, not fully
awake yet.
“I just saw a sign for the ‘World Largest
Bear Trap.’ Right here in West Virginia,
can you believe it?!”
Marcy looked confused. She seemed
unamused but proceeded to ask Alan “You
want to go see it, don’t you?”
An enormous smile spread across his
cheeks. Even though Marcy wasn’t really
into it, seeing Alan’s face light up made her
excited too.
They pulled off the exit and drove for
two miles until a massive bear trap was
visible in the distance.
Pulling into the parking lot, a sign hung
over the ticket booth.
“Closed for Renovations.”
“Ugh you have got to be kidding me! No
eggs and now this? What else is gonna go wrong
today?” Alan groaned. He paused for a second
and looked Marcy dead in the eye. “Should we
hop the fence?”
Marcy gave him that same you can’t be
serious look from earlier.
“You know I’m just kidding”
“I can never tell sometimes, ok?”
Laughing, they pulled out of the parking
lot and headed back towards the
highway hoping to have better luck with their
next stop.
The clock now read 7:17.
“The tank is really getting low, Marc. I
think we should pull over soon. Maybe grab a
bite to eat too? Then maybe you could drive for a
little”
“Sure, whatever you want to do. I kind of
have to use the bathroom anyway.”
They began watching for exit signs along

the side of the highway, trying to decide where
to make a stop to rest.
A truck started to pass them on their
left. It was an old, beat-up Chevy. The rust had
practically consumed the light blue paint, and
there appeared to be a rather large dent in the
front right bumper.
“Wonder what happened there,” Marcy
glared out the window.
The man driving ^ carelessly cut them
off.
Alan laid on the horn.
“What do you think you’re doing,
asshole?”
“Calm down, Al, we’re ok, that’s all that
matters.”
It was starting to get dark, they could
barely see the sun lurking behind the charcoal
clouds.
Alan thought about the ring hidden
away in his duffle bag. He smiled at the thought
of their future together—who knows what
adventures it will hold.
They continued to drive until the sun
was completely down. The shadows of the trees
were now gone, and darkness crept over the
road. They could only see what the headlights
revealed.
“Look, Exit 13! There’s gotta be
something there, right?” Marcy said excitedly.
She was really getting hungry now.
Alan began to slow down and took the
exit. The sign to their left read “Devils Gap,
Virginia.”
“Devils Gap, that’s a funny name.” Alan
said anxiously.
“I couldn’t really care less what the name
of the town is—as long as they have a place to eat
and somewhere I can use the bathroom.”
The ^ headlights barely lit the road ahead
as the car pushed on. A sign on the right notified
travelers that a diner was just 3 miles away.

Something darted across the road, a dog
maybe?
“Watch out!” Marcy yelled.
“Marcy, calm down, I didn’t hit it.”
“Well slow down, it might still be close
by or something.”
Alan did as he was told.
“I’m cold. I’m starting to get a bad feeling
about this place.” Marcy looked down at her
spotless red Converse.
“We don’t have to stay long, ok? I just
need to get some food in my charming girlfriend
so she stops worrying so much.” Alan tried to be
reassuring.
Marcy glanced up, smiling, and moved
towards Alan’s cheek, ready to give him a kiss.
Out of the corner of her eye, she saw something
towards the edge of the road. Another dog? No.
Something much bigger.
“Al! Look—“
But it was too late, the car veered into a
telephone pole, barely missing the animal.
“Are you alright? I’m sorry, I didn’t know
what to do, it just... just jumped out in front of
me.”
There was no response. A limp airbag
hung motionless in front of Marcy. It had never
fully deployed.
Alan reached for Marcy’s cheek and felt a
warm, sticky substance dripping down from her
forehead.
Just as Alan frantically reached for his
phone in his pocket, the engine thudded to a
halt. A black, dead screen stared back at Alan,
as the radio also went fuzzy. The only sound
discernible was the quickening beat of Alan’s
heart. The headlights flickered and faded to
darkness.
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I have Watched, You have Learned
Brianna Titi

Little girl siting there, on a dark green swing.
She kicks her legs with greatest might,
And does not stop until the sun is no longer bright.
Swinging in utter bliss, trying so hard to sing.
Did you know that I have watched you?
I have witnessed your golden brown hair
darken with age, as you grew.
Your soft-pink smile left beautiful sparkles in the air.
Little girl sitting there, on a dark green swing.
Your body and mind always on the move.
You always loved to cling
Tight to favorite games, songs, and various dance grooves.
Did you know that I have watched you?
You went to school, with a hot pink lunch box in hand;
Ready to start a new day of adventure, you knew
that after all the work involved you could go home to play in
the sand.
Little girl sitting there, on a dark green swing.
I have watched you grow and grow.
Your heart is still the same, but don’t let others
bring your love for life down. You have to know,
you just wouldn’t be the same!
My best advice little girl, is to never let someone stop your
swing.
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The Angel of Violence
Sam Friedline

The Goddess paints inky brown streaks high toward cloud tops.
This palette of August green deceives, as chapped lips breathe out fogged breath.
Sprinting through wooded vale my heart sings, the tune of hidden spirits far from mortal injury.
The only fear here is the vastness of Diana’s mansion, stretching from hilltops to mirrored lakes.
The only pain felt caused by self-indulgent gaiety.
In this place, I am Pan roaming, provocative and bold,
I am Flora, among buttercups sweet,
I am Veles, purifying, destroying,
But even in such an Eden as this, flourishing with the very milk of Gaia,
Satan lurks in the eyes of doe and skipping stones.
He is the very Goddess that welcomes with blossoming truths, soft as rose petals.
Just as I know this, He knows as well.
He who is a furious God.
The One.
God who stares down between pine-tops,
etching my transgressions on pale backs, blossoming their own truths.
Yes, the Red Sea awaits me.
And in it wades the Angel of Violence,
ready to drown, wash me sinful again.
For a pagan can know no respite.
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A New World of Gods
and Monsters by
Maggie Boccella

Dear Qīnshēng fùmǔ
		(Birth Parents),
Anneka Bell

It is strange to think that it has been over eighteen
years since the last time we were together. I was
only several months or maybe even days old
at the time-too young to remember anything.
Much has changed since the day that you left
me in the city of Jiangmen, later to be taken to an
orphanage. I was there for a time until January
17, 2000 when I was adopted and taken across
seas. Now we occupy different spaces in the
world: you in China, me in the United States.
I currently live in the small state of
New Jersey with my adoptive mother, father,
and younger sister, who was also adopted
from China. In these years, I have grown up
to be an independent, academic, and beautiful
young woman with the name Anneka. I have
participated in many different activities
including soccer, lacrosse, theatre, music,
and art. I just graduated high school with
high praise and am now pursuing a college
degree in Music Therapy. There have been
challenges as expected, but life is going well. I
couldn’t be more thankful for who I am today.
As much as I know who I
am today, there has always been the
lingering question of my heritage. Who
are my birth parents? What is my story?
I have no memory of you or any
information about you. The only snippets I have
of my time in China are the few photos taken
by the orphanage workers with the disposable
camera my adoptive parents sent during the
adoption process and my name, YuZhu (Pearl)
Jiang. There are two photos of me. One of me
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in an infant activity chair, the other with my
caretaker, both with my hair sticking straight
up like someone rubbed a balloon on my
head. The other photos are of the orphanage
itself. A several story high white building
with barred blue shuttered windows, a
red column entrance, an empty swimming
pool, and a ceramic penguin at the door.
I wish I had been given more information
than just my name, picture, and city to be
able to search for you. I understand that it
is illegal to give up children in China which
creates closed adoptions meaning that there
will be little to no information about you
on record. The time span between my birth
and now also doesn’t help in my favor.
Information could be lost or forgotten.
I don’t even know if you want to be found. It
is merely my curiosity about understanding
my previous life that draws me to find you.
I am not angry of your choice of giving me
up for adoption. I have come to respect
your decision because I trust that it was for
a reason that you thought was best for my
health and yours. Given the one-child policy
that was in act at the time, you may have
wanted a son to carry on the family name
and support you in your older years, and
may not have had enough money to pay the
fines of another child. If you kept me, I could
have possibly lived a hidden and limited life.
I could be totally wrong, and it could just
be that you were too young or not ready.
Whatever the choice, there is no grudge.
I often imagine what our family looks like
because I have no photos so I use only myself
and genetics as a guide. There are both of
you, my mother and father, both middleaged with brown eyes and dark hair with
hints of grey. I wonder which one of you I got
my short height, almond eyes, and full lips
from? Do either of you have an artistic talent?

I am known for my skill at piano and art. Do
I have any siblings? I generally picture having
a brother because of the one-child policy. I
must be weird for saying that I always thought
it would be cool to have a brother. Though
having a younger a sister, who constantly
gets under my skin, is probably parallel to
having a brother. In some of my visions, I
get the crazy thought that I could be a twin.
There are news stories that come across my
media feed of adopted children reunited with
their long-lost twin. The most recent article and
video I found described the reunion of ten-yearold Chinese adoptees Audrey Doering and
Grace Rainsberry after the Doering’s purchased
Audrey’s finding ad: an advertisement of found
abandoned children in Chinese newspapers.
The ad revealed that there were two children
in the photo who looked identical. The two met
initially during a FaceTime call and then met
in person on the American news show, Good
Morning America. The girls were dressed in
identical clothing, and when the sliding door
revealed each girl on the opposite side, the
two girls clung to each other crying. The story
made me smile and showed the possibility of
obtaining information. If I found my finding
ad it could give me more of my past. Even
the slimmest possibility is worth taking.
My adoption has never been a sore
topic in my life. I have always looked upon it
as something that is a part of who I am and
a positive in my life. My adoptive parents
from the beginning have been open about
the discussion of my adoption. I don’t recall
ever having any “wait, I am adopted?”
conversations. The adoption of my sister
also helped with the idea at the young age of
four. My adoption becomes a talking point in
some cases and an instigator for thought.
There was one social studies project I remember
in fourth grade that asked about my family and

extended family’s origins. I completed my project
with the knowledge that my family heritage
ranged from Argentina, Poland, to Scotland;
however, I knew that it wasn’t completely who I
was by blood. Unlike my adoptive parents who
had a mix of culture, I am strictly Chinese. Ever
since, I have wanted to know about my past.
My sister is not as curious about her past as I
am. She knows that if she searched she would
be disappointed with the results because of
the expectations she holds. She is thankful
that she was adopted and would rather be
here than with a family who did not want her.
While I am thankful to be with the family I am
with now, I do not think this questioning of
my past will ever disappear. Although China
was a part of my life for such a short time, it
is an integral part of how I am as a person,
and I cannot remember it. There is a mixture
of emotions that tumble inside me. There are
points of frustration with the lack of knowledge,
sorrowfulness that you did not want me,
but mainly acceptance of what has passed.
I have strived to continue my connection to
my Chinese heritage during my time here
in America. My adoptive parents stayed
connected with families that traveled with them
on both adoption trips to China. Before I moved
to New Jersey, I had several younger friends
from my adoption group. Since the move
though, I unfortunately lost the friendships
that had developed. I do wish we had stayed
in contact. They were good friends, and I think
it could have been a supportive community as
we grew up. We still get the yearly Christmas
cards and updates from several of the
families despite our lack of communication.
When I was younger, we attended a yearly
Chinese New Year’s celebration that my
adoption agency, CCAI (Chinese Children
Adoption International), held that brought
together families with adopted Chinese
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children. It was one of my favorite events to
go to because it was a time that I could connect
to my roots. I wore a traditional red satin twopiece suit (Tangzhuang) or dress (Cheongsam)
with gold thread designs and interacted with
other children my age. There were Chinese
dances, traditional food to eat, games to play,
and trinkets to buy. A large intricate dragon
looped around the venue bringing in luck,
and the children were joyfully screaming
and playing on the dance floor and around
the tables as the parents watched. I had great
fun making new friends and playing games.
The memories always bring a smile to my
face. It was the one time of the year that I was
surrounded by children that were all like me.
We did not attend the festival for several years
because of scheduling and finally attended it
again in the 2014. I was disappointed to find
that it was no longer the joyous event that I
remembered. The festival was no longer in a
ballroom with hundreds of attendees, dances,
and festivities, but it had been reduced to a small
gathering in a building basement. The attendees
were all primarily elementary aged children
with one or two older children. My sister and
I did not interact with any of the children. I
felt little connection to my culture with only a
station of Chinese New Year coloring pages, kid
crafts, and the surrounding children. It did not
satisfy my desire to be a part of this community.
That was the last time I attended the festival.
I have found the lack of time, especially as I
have gotten older, prohibits my engagement
with my Chinese culture. When I stop and talk
about my heritage with others, the question
of if I can speak Chinese is brought up every
time. I embarrassingly have to say I have not
learned the language apart from a few singular
words. I feel Americanized with my American
accent and behaviors. I’ve learned that the
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Chinese restaurant/take-out food, a staple
in the United States that I eat on occasions, is
nothing like the actual food in China. I have
the strong desire to keep this culture alive
in my life, but there is so little of it in my life
now. The guiltiness of my lack of participation
creeps up on me. I should be learning Chinese
or meeting with my adoption group. I may be
100% Chinese, but I am also 100% American.
I hope that in the future I will be able to celebrate
this part of me more. One day, I want to travel
back to China to explore more of this lost identity
of mine and possibly learn more of the Chinese
language beyond the few words that I know.
I don’t know if this letter will ever reach you
or that I will ever meet you in person, but I
hope that your life has been well since our
departure so many years ago. I know that
the search for these unanswered questions
of mine could all be in vain and lead to
disappointment-as my adoptive sister says-but
I have an inquisitive mind. You are as much
a part of my family as my adoptive one there
is just a different role you had in my life. We
may be living separate lives, but remember
me sometimes, as I will always remember you.
Sincerely,
Your
(Daughter)
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Little Betrayals
Sierra Rosa

Little did I know,
That such magic
Resided in words like
I love you, and
You are my world
Little did I know
That such blinding pain
Resided in words like
I love you, and you are my world
Little did you know,
I never believed anything you
said,
Poison dripping from your snakeskin lips
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Beginnings
Rebecca Easton

They insisted on wheeling me out
of the hospital. I was perfectly capable of
walking on my own, but no. “Protocol,”
they told me. I don’t think it was really
protocol. I think they wanted to make
sure I wouldn’t jump in front of a car the
moment I got to the parking lot. Not that
I could blame them. I’d been here for six
months. I don’t know why they insisted on
keeping me alive. I had just wasted space in
a hospital bed for half a year.
Gloria wheeled me out. Gloria, with
her huge pearl earrings and loud footfalls
and eye-bleedingly vibrant scrubs. Gloria,
with barely a hair on her head and hands
that barely fit into her latex gloves.
Gloria, the one friend I’d made in
my stay at the hospital.
Gloria steered me through the
porcelain halls. The halls that were far too
perfect to be real. Everything here was fake.
Tear out the tiling, punch a hole in the wall,
and all you’ll find is rot and ruin. These
white hallways are nothing more than a
maze of a graveyard. Even if you don’t lose
your life in the hospital, you’re as good as
dead.
We passed by rooms with screaming
patients, with comatose patients, with no
patients. When we entered the lobby, where
we were to wait for my mother, Gloria
parked the wheelchair and said she had to
use the restroom. She offered to take me. I
declined.
When she was gone, I stared up at the
ceiling. White-washed. Covering the refuse
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that lay beneath. Or above. Or wherever.
And then, bustling. Shouting and
fear and urgency. I craned my neck to see
behind me, where the ambulance drop-off
roared to life. In through the door burst
hospital staff and a gurney. It carried a
girl who looked about my age: 17. She
had a mask over her face, and bandages
all around her arms. The doctors called
out medical terms to one another, words I
could not comprehend.
They vanished around the corner,
their voices fading. I realized a shadow
loomed over me, and turned to see Gloria,
a frown on her usually bright face.
“What was that?” I asked.
Gloria sighed. “Looked and sounded
like the poor girl attempted suicide. I hate
to start up rumors, though. Don’t…don’t
worry about it.”
She pushed the wheelchair once
more, directing it outside. But I couldn’t get
the image of the girl out of my mind. Deathly
pale, surrounded by frantic hospital staff.
Is that how I had looked when I’d arrived?
Could they really care about every single
person who entered their doors?
I looked up at Gloria again. She was
dabbing her eyes with the collar of her
chartreuse shirt. Crying. Because of the girl,
I assumed. Because she had looked as good
as dead.
And then, Gloria spoke.
“You know, Ashleigh, I’m proud
of you. Some of the nurses thought you’d
be there longer, that you wouldn’t be
discharged in less than a year. But I believed
in you. I wanted my hope to rub off on you.
That’s why I was the nurse who cared for
you. I just didn’t want to see you miserable

Piano Key Intro, The Graffiti
Concerto by
Sean Danieli

anymore.”
Gloria didn’t look at me. She stared at the
powder-blue sky with a trembling lip and
watery eyes. “I saw you smile once, the
other week. It was so beautiful. You had
sunshine on your face. I’d give anything to
see that smile again.”
I opened my mouth to reply, but only
a weak hiss of air came out. I didn’t even
remember that moment with the smile. But
she did. She cared enough to remember.
Unable to hold in her sobs, they tore out of
her, startling the people who walked by.
It was my job to comfort her. How
ironic.
I couldn’t form any words. They
were stuck somewhere in the folds of my

throat. I swallowed, which only pushed
them further down. What was I supposed
to do, give her a fake smile? She’d see right
through it, and would only cry more.
“I’ll do my best,” I said suddenly. It
startled both of us.
After a moment of deliberation,
Gloria set her hand down on my shoulder.
She smiled weakly at me. “I know you will,
Ashleigh. Now that you’re moving back
into the real world, you’ll have so many
chances to do everything right.”
“It’ll be my new beginning,” I said.
Gloria’s eyes watered again, but her
smile didn’t waver.
An unfamiliar sensation passed over
my face. I’m pretty sure I was smiling, too.
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The Boy and
His Birds
Matt Godek

Those bright blue eyes like shards of glass
Were locked upon the sky above.
And as each season came to pass,
Soon came an ever-growing love.
The gentle boy would sit below
The dots of blue and brown and red.
And with each day the thoughts would grow,
Within his sharp, observant head.
Then one day he approached a tree
And called out to the tiny birds.
Inquiring a chickadee,
With interest laced between his words.
“Why do you leave when it gets cold?
And to what place do you retreat?”
The answers it would softly hold
Within its swift and joyful tweet.
The next day he approached once more
And called out to a golden finch.
The yellow bird that he adored,
That roamed his back yard’s every inch.

The small boy turned to go inside,
His eyes hung low toward the ground,
When something high above him cried
And made him look towards the sound.
An owl sat upon an oak,
And looked down on the sullen youth.
And one last time the small boy spoke,
Forever longing for the truth.
“Why do you leave when it gets cold?
And to what place do you retreat?”
The owl sat there wise and bold
Upon his wooden, leafy seat.
“Our journey here has just begun.
We visit friends from far and wide.
Chasing the enchanting sun,
Our travels take us nation-wide.
“But as you grow you soon will learn
We get exhausted from our roam.
Please know that we always return
Back to the place that we call home.

“Why do you leave when it gets cold?
And to what place do you retreat?”
But with a hurried flash of gold,
It took off down the nearest street.
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My Dad and I
Atikah Ahmat

The burning smell of my dad’s cigarette,
Filled the air as I tied my worn-out shoes.
The briskly wind brushed against my stiffed face,
And played with the colorful autumn leaves.
The leaves crackled with every step we took,
As we marched along the gray, stone pavement.
Neither of us said a word as we kept walking
Woof! My heart stopped for a second.
As I recovered from the heart attack,
I pulled my dad’s arm to keep on going,
So we could distance ourselves from the dog.
We stopped near an old tree to rest and think.
“How is college?” My dad suddenly asked.
I replied, “good”, as I watched a leaf fall
To the ground as if it knew I felt down.
He patted my head, I felt whole again.

Time is Strange

Cassie Gordon

Time is strange to the wandering eye.
The dimly lit night of a passerby.
The echoing passageways of time’s ascent
Into all that is strange and shifting.
The shadowy corners of slimy grey.
Transparent haze of unremembered things,
Beckons all that has been recalled to memory.
Billowing clouds of dusty moments,
Lives lost, friends gained, and stolen kisses.
Those are lost, lost in Time’s shifting movements.
Whether destroying or curing is up to the winds
That stir the unremembered things.
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Remind me
Bronwyn Morris

He was young, far younger than
me. Looking back, I seem to remember
that the first few times he’d appeared; he’d
been rather hesitant to speak. Sometimes
he would just show up, shimmer and
shake for a little, then he would disappear.
I’d feel his eyes watching my back as I did
little things around the house. He would
follow me anywhere I went.
Sometimes I would try to talk
to him; encourage him, but that never
seemed to end well. He would squeak and
disappear.
There was only one time when
he did anything different. I’d asked him
what his name was. He’d appeared,
shimmering and stumbling on the floor
boards. I’d looked up from my vegetables
and crossed the kitchen, coming to stand
directly in front of him. He stared up at
me, his shoulders hunched, his eyes wide
and watery.
“What’s your name?”
He blinked at me, the fear swallowed
by surprise. He didn’t answer so I repeated
myself.
“Who are you?”
This time his eyes narrowed at
me; his hands clenched by his side. The
cutlery and plates shook in their homes. I
wasn’t afraid; I simply stared down at him,
unimpressed.
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“You don’t know?” He finally
answered.
I shrugged and turned around.
“How could you?” He accused
furiously and when I looked behind, he
was gone. I shrugged and went back to my
carrots.
The next time I saw him, he seemed
less afraid, a little bolder, a little more solid.
I was reading in my room, and he walked
out of my closet to the foot of my bed.
“You don’t know who I am?”
I shook my head.
“How could you not, Mother?”
That gave me pause. Surely, if I had
a son, I would remember him. This boy was
unknown to me, and I said so. His brow
drew down again and he looked furious.
“How could you not remember?”
I tried something else. I asked him
how he died.
He said nothing, but stared at me.
I asked him where he was buried.
Slowly he blinked, and then walked
to the wall across from my bed. He raised
his hand and slammed it flat against the
wood, once, twice, three times.
“I’m buried here, in these walls,
where you put me.”

A Sensory Image
Darren Labenberg

Breathe in.
Things are moving in short bursts, like an old film moving frame by frame. Some people
are standing still, others running away, nobody seems to notice me lying in the road.
Colors, a moment ago dull from the overcast sky, now seem more vibrant. The blues,
reds, and greens of people’s clothing strike stark contrast with the dark bricks of the
buildings lining the street.
Breathe out.
In one of the houses nearby, a dog begins to bark at the commotion, as the wail of a
police sirens become audible in the distance. Across the street, an overwhelmed woman
is crying into her hands as she sits on the curb. From farther down the block, another
series of pops triggers more screaming.
Breathe in.
The ground is cold on my back, but waves of heat emanate from my shoulder. Liquid
pools between my cheek and the macadam. Turning my head to escape the uncomfortable
dampness causes an explosion of pain.
Breathe out.
Lights are flashing around me. Each a small firework in my blurring vision. Red. Blue.
White. People in black uniforms run toward me.
Breathe in.
A metallic taste enters my mouth causing me to choke.
Breathe out.
My eyes close as a face looks down from above.
Nothing.
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Rugburn

Emmett Ferree

Every Wednesday I knelt beside the priest,
my young body positioned ever-so-slightly to his right,
so close I could count the wrinkles on his cheeks –
I prayed until my voice gave out
and the thread count of the carpet was printed on my skin.
I begged God for forgiveness,
for the healing He would not grant me,
and I learned to grieve as if I had lost everything,
though there was nothing left to lose.
And yet, like clockwork,
I would rise to the song of seven bells
and thank Him, both Father Brooks and God,
and let my tears mix with the Holy Water on my face
as the moonlight shined through the stained-glass windows,
casting light upon the divots in the carpet
where I first learned what it meant to feel broken.
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Habit

Rebecca Easton

I have a bit of a habit. Not like chewing my fingernails, or picking my nose, or any of
that. Mine’s a bit different. See, I count things. I count the buttons on my math teacher Mr.
Erlik’s favorite gray suit jacket (three) and I count the number of tiles in the nurse’s office
when I go there to rest if I have a headache (fifty-two in the main office and rest area). I count
and I count and I count until there are not enough numbers in the world to count how much
I’ve counted.
Of everything that I’ve counted in my life, I enjoy counting stairs the most. More
specifically, the stairs in my house. They’re hardwood, no carpeting or anything, just smooth
pine varnish lacquered onto twenty steps. I know those twenty steps better than I know
myself. I can tell you about how the thirteenth one creaks, or about the knot of dark wood
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staining half of the fifth one. The grooves are
ingrained in my memory, but I never zone
out when I climb or descent the stairs. I count,
because numbers are normalcy.
Tonight is trick-or-treat, and my mom
is out of town on a business trip. She asked
me to pass out candy, but the last thing I want
to do is put up with diabetic kids and their
grubby, grabby hands. I have already set the
dish of candy outside on the front porch and
flipped the light on. Now, I recline peacefully
in the living room with a soda in one hand,
a bag of chips in the other, and a monster
movie marathon on the plasma. I spend more
time counting how many crappy CG effects I
find in the flicks than I do paying attention to
the weak semblance of a plot.
There are 43 horrible effects, in case
you’re curious.
Time inches by like the ooze of the
one film’s slime monster, and I welcome the
darkness that falls outside the house. I get
up around 11:50 and check out the porch. I
retrieve the bowl—empty of course, some
kid probably dumped the whole thing in his
bag—and lock the front door. Once I’ve gone
and locked the back door and turned off the
lights, I let out a huge yawn and decide I’ll
skip out on taking a shower and go straight
to bed.
The house is dark. Without any lights,
I can barely see three steps in front of me. I
pull out my phone and turn on the flashlight.
It isn’t very efficient, since the lens is cracked,
but I’m able to see just a teensy bit more
clearly.
I take a careful step onto the first stair
and begin my ascent.
“One,” I whisper. “Two. Three.”
I hit the fifth step, and the light reveals

a gnarled patch of dark wood.
“Ten. Eleven. Twelve.”
The next step creaks. Though
I’m expecting it, my body jolts with the
suddenness and ferocity of an electric current.
“Fourteen. Fifteen. Sixteen.”
Maybe I shouldn’t have watched all of
those movies. I picture the Night Stalker from
Nightmares in Night Town creeping along
behind me, long fingers ready to snatch my
soul from my body.
“Seventeen. Eighteen. Nineteen.”
I stop climbing. I stand on the
nineteenth step. There is one more step until
I reach the second floor. At least, that should
be the case. Right now, I’m looking at two
more steps, not one more.
My light flickers out. I click the home
button a few times. My phone’s dead.
“Nineteen,” I repeat. Had I
miscounted? No, that just wasn’t possible.
I never miscount. I am always exact in my
numbers. Numbers don’t lie or change. They
are the foundations upon which I’ve built
(ironically) countless personal rituals, with
quarters and balloons and sidewalk squares.
I am not wrong.
I take a step further into the dark.
“Twenty.”
I take another step.
“Twenty-one.”
There, I must be on the final step. I
suppose with all of my nerves and exhaustion,
I had miscounted somewhere along the way.
The thought upsets me—I have failed my
numbers, after all—but I shake my head and
force a laugh from my dry lips. I move my
foot, but it bangs against something hard.
Another step.
My laugh dies. This makes no sense.
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One number off? Sure. I get it. It happens to
the best of us. But two? The probability of my
counting being off by that much is low, lower
than the number of hairs on our neighbor Mr.
Archebold’s head.
“Twenty-two.”
I stick my foot out again. There’s
another step. Swallowing to get some saliva
in my throat, I climb.
“Twenty-three. Twenty-four. Twentyfive.”
I keep going, a full-blown meltdown
growing more and more imminent as the
stairs continue. I tell myself that I’m dreaming,
that it’s just a nightmare from watching scary
movies all night. I tell myself that I’ll wake
up in front of the television soon enough,
my soda and chips still in hand. I tell myself
that when I’m awake and I finally go to bed,
the house will have twenty stairs. A perfect
whole number.
“Fifty-two. Fifty-three. Fifty-four.”
I stumble a bit, legs shaking.
“Seventy-seven.
Seventy-eight.
Seventy-nine.”
When I was seven years old I saw
a flock of geese. I knew there were ten of
them, but I kept counting. I counted out
loud, over and over, let the numbers roll off
of my tongue like the names of friends. My
mom thought I was gonna have a seizure
or something. Now, she appreciates my
counting. I count everything for her—money,
groceries, clothes.
“Ninety-eight.
Ninety-nine.
One
hundred.”
Has my mom ever climbed a hundred
stairs? She must have talked with me about
stairs before, but I can’t remember. I don’t
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know how many times we’ve talked about
stairs, and that makes a low groan escape my
throat. I don’t know. I don’t know.
I’m not sure if one of the stairs creaks
below me, but I hear a sharp noise and my
imagination fills in the blanks with fangs and
dark eyes and claws (four on each hand and
foot, sixteen total). I pick up the pace, moving
fast enough that I take two stairs at a time.
“One twenty. One twenty-two. One
twenty-four.”
My calves burn.
“One fifty.”
Blood rushes to my head.
“One seventy-two.”
I take as many steps as I can with each
stride. I can’t keep count anymore. I have
probably climbed over two hundred stairs
by now, and my heart’s beating two hundred
times each second. I feel like a bomb about
to go off, but I can’t even count down the
seconds until I detonate because numbers
have failed me.
I have to be in the three hundred range
when my foot hits the nosing of the step. I
stumble, teetering for a few long seconds that
I fail to count. Time stretches like the taffy
that punk teenagers stole from the bowl on
our porch (one hundred and sixteen pieces
of strawberry, seventy seven pieces of lime).
My arms windmill and my eyes widen as I
slowly, slowly begin to roll down the stairs.
I fall, and fall, and fall.
I count how many times my head hits
the waxy wood.
One. Two. Three…
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Fostering Love
Brianna Titi

Four years ago, my family and I began
fostering dogs. Our very first foster, Harry,
was a 10-year-old stray. He was a miniature
traumatized tan brown poodle. He came to
us exceedingly underweight with severely
long dirty fur and in need of an unconditional
amount of love. We gave him a place where he
could transition from being a wildered stray
into a loveable dog. Of all our 34 fosters, Harry
was one of the most traumatized dogs. My
family and I have determined that we truly
helped save his life. He was undoubtedly one
of our most memorable fosters. He came to us
in such a bad physical and emotional condition.
That year, I learned the true value of patience
and pure acceptance. Here is the story of Harry
S(tyles).
My family and I decided to foster
through a local animal shelter called the Animal
Rescue League of Berks County, or the ARL. We
were attracted to this particular organization
because of their well-designed and professional
looking website. The pictures of the adoptable
pets were exquisite. The pictures had a crisp
appearance with impeccably crafted angles.
The ARL possessed a special section for fosters
with an enticing biography of the animals.
About two months after we became an
official foster family, we received a call from
our Foster Coordinator, Marcy, asking us
if we were ready to foster a dog. We readily
agreed. My family and I were like beautifully
wrapped packages prepared to display our
inner goodness. That evening, my mom and
I drove to the shelter to pick up our foster.
Marcy went to the kennels and brought us
the most disturbed looking dog I have ever
lain my eyes on. His dingy tan fur was a
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ferocious mess. He looked like a half starved
lion, with an untamable appearance to him. The
dog was relentlessly barking, jumping up and
down, and frantically racing in circles. The ARL
was full of dogs barking, people talking and
individuals walking in and out of the building.
Not to mention, the invisible ruminating scents
from animals that had been there. Roughly two
minutes after we met him, the dog peed on the
floor. Marcy told us not to be alarmed; she said
that it happens sometimes because of nerves. My
mom and I exchanged an expected look, “What
were we thinking?”
Despite my concerns, I still wanted to foster the
distraught dog. “His name is Harry,” I said. I
selected this name because of Harry Styles from
my favorite band, One Direction. This pitiful
lion-looking dog was nothing like the wildly
charming Harry that he was named after, but I
was hoping that he would grow into his name.
On the ride home, Harry whined
continuously. He refused to contently sit on
my lap, moving in aimless patterns of anxietyridden ticks. “I wonder if all of the dogs are this
disturbed,” I asked my mom. “I don’t know
honey, but he could sure use some love,” my
mom replied. We knew that fostering would be
a big undertaking, but we just did not know how
big.
My family owned two unrelated rescue
dogs, Bentley and Charlie. We strongly believe
in adopting animals because it saves their lives.
Charlie and Bentley did not know that we were
bringing them a surprise: Mr. Harry Styles
himself. Harry was well-behaved with the other
dogs. He did not show any signs of aggression
or domination attempts. Harry preferred having
his own space, showing minimal interest in
spending time with the animals or people. Harry
was not sure how to interpret the commotion of
my household.
I opted to sleep with Harry. Marcy told
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me to put him in a crate at night because it
would make the transition easier into his new
home. I tried to follow her instructions, but
Harry started whimpering, and I found myself
unlatching the gate, and inviting him to sleep
with me. He curled up at the end of my bed
wrapping his shivering muscles underneath
my ruby tinted stain blanket. Harry snored
in hushed tones perpetually throughout the
wintery night.
Harry was undeniably a work in
progress. On some days that ended with
“y,” he was exceptional, and other days he
barked or had accidents in the house. It took
him about a week to settle into our routine.
Harry was an incredibly intelligent dog. He
learned his name and how to sit quickly.
Harry mischievously learned where we kept
his food, and would steal a treat.
A few weeks after Christmas, we
received a call from Marcy, telling us that
there was a delightful couple. Their names
were Carol and Gordie Synder. They had lost
their poodle about a year ago to a sudden
illness. We scheduled a meet and greet for that
Thursday. The rest of the week progressed
at a distressingly slow rate. When Thursday
arrived, my body felt like it had been
moving in slow motion, without reaching a
revolutionary breakthrough.
The cold air felt stilted outside, as my
mom, Harry and I slowly approached the
ARL stairs. I felt my anatomy inside me reach
a halt. It was as though my breathing stopped,
as did everything around me. There were
not any tiny sparrows nor vibrant cardinals
in sight. No measly cars entered or left the
property. There was not even a single neigh
from the adoptable horses in their paddock.
Stilted. Frozen. Cold. I looked at Harry and
silently wished that I could explain to him
what was about to occur. I slowly placed my

scarlet mitten over the ARL door, and opened it.
This was the moment. No more waiting.
The atmosphere started to brighten. There
was garland wrapped around the front desk
decorated with glittering white lights. Although
the Christmas season had concluded, the ARL
still had the seasons cheery spirits intact. The
typically irritating barking sounded more like a
slightly off-tune symphony; each creature was
emitting his or her unique voice. Harry seemed
to prance in place. His once nimble paws now
moved with courageous vigor.
I felt a pivotal moment in my fostering career
when I met Carol and Gordie. I was instantly
attracted to their unwavering cheerful
disposition dotted with dynamic smiles and airy
laughs. The minute I saw them in the creamy
buttery waiting room, I knew that Harry had
found his forever home. Gordie happily told
us that they located Harry’s picture on the ARL
website. He and Carol were interested and
contacted Marcy. By the ever glowing spirited
attitudes emitting from the couple, I could tell
that Harry would be happy living with them in
their quaint home. They asked questions about
Harry’s typical habits, such as when he woke up
in the morning (he loves sleeping in), when he
eats, and how frequently he needs to be let out.
Gordie expressed his interest in taking Harry for
walks, which we eagerly replied that he would
adore it.
After the initial meeting and questions were
posed, Carol and Gordie spent time alone with
Harry. They walked him outside for what felt like
the length of completing a final exam for college.
Mom and I half wondered if they had just left
the premise with him. Fortunately, we heard the
doors of the ARL open, and the couple merrily
waltzed in with handsome Harry in the lead.
Gordie and Carol’s faces were battered with pink
blush cheeks and tenderly warm noses, shining
with an authentically cheerful smile. Mom and

I exchanged a hopeful look, anticipating the
announcement of adoption. Carol and Gordie
said that they wanted to make Harry officially
theirs today. There was paper work to attend
to, so Gordie went to the front desk to
complete it. Carol gently stroked Harry’s now
glistening tan curly fur. Her facial expressions
and body language shouted her happiness. I
could not have been more thrilled with the
adoption match. Gordie returned, and we all
embraced. They promised to keep us updated
on Harry’s progress. I kissed Harry and spoke
softly to him. I could finally say the long
awaited golden words to sweet Harry, “You
have found your forever home.”
By the time Harry found his forever home
there were a few things I had learned from the
experience: 1. Some animals, like Harry, prefer
to be alone and loved from a comfortable
distance. 2. Fostering takes patience, but it is
worth it. 3. Finding the perfect home is truly
the best feeling in the world. 4. Fostering love
means you accept that the animal you loved
will be happier in a home that isn’t your own;
that is perfectly okay.
My family and I have kept in touch
with Harry’s “parents.” We have since visited
them often. Harry seems to recognize us, but
we can tell that he is exceedingly happy with
Carol and Gordie. The dog goes on walks
daily. Anytime Harry is remotely ill, they
immediately take him to the veterinary. The
best part of fostering Harry was helping him
find Carol and Gordie. I recognize that if we
had kept Harry, he would not have prospered
the way Harry has with the Snyder’s. Harry
S. is currently the prince of his household,
where he is forever cherished, loved, and care
for. I can honestly say that of all our 34 fosters,
Harry truly found his perfect match.
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Lively

Bronwyn Morris
The year was 1910 and I was on my way to church. Not that my mother or father were
overly religious people, but they liked to gossip. The best place to hear gossip, was church. They
never liked to say so, but I always knew. People didn’t notice a little one with open ears and
eyes to the ground, but that’s how I learned most things.
“Did you hear that Mrs. Cliver hasn’t been to church the last four Sundays?”
“I heard from Margery that Thomas McKay was lookin’ to ask young Fanny to marry.”
“I saw George Leaky at Mark’s bar with another lady friend.”
Ladies loved to gossip.
A couple of times I tried to listen in on my Daddy’s talkin’, but he’d always shoo me
away.
“This is no place for a young lady. Go find your mother.” I’d look up at him with my
baby blues, blinkin’ and sighin’, and I could tell he’d think for a moment. He’d take out his cig
and blow a bit, chewing his lip and just thinkin’, but then one of his buddies would call him a
softie, and he’d shoo me away, fierce.
I’m loosin’ track of myself, though.
This particular day at church was somethin’ special.
I was hangin’ around my Mama’s skirt, listenin’ to the biddies talk when one of them
said something that had my ears perkin’.
“Do you see those Blacks hanging about in the back? Who do you think they is? They
comes to our sacred space and muck it all up like they have a right.”
That was Mrs. Maisy. She was one of the oldest of them, and one of the meanest. Her
and Mama didn’t get along all that well, not at all.
“They looked like a lovely family,” she said with a little tilt of her head. She was right
though, she was above them all.
Mrs. Maisy scoffed in that high squeaky voice of hers. It made me grit my teeth and bite
my tongue.
“Thems don’t belong here,” she said. “Thems don’t belong nowheres. Specially not in
this, our house of God.”
I watched with pride as my Mama stared at the old biddy and rolled her eyes. She
turned a bit, her head swingin’ and she stopped just behind her. She turned back to smile at
nasty Mrs. Maisy and she walked off in the direction she was lookin’. I smiled up at Mrs. Maisy,
all teeth and hurried after Mama.
I noticed fast that she was walkin’ in the direction that the black family was watin’. They
looked a little lost, a little confused, and a lot nervous. They was surrounded by white faces
and for a moment I wondered how strange that must be. Specially cause there was a wide circle
around them. My mama walked right through that circle, with her wide steps. She walked right
up to the black mama and stuck her hand right out so fast that it startled all four of them.
“My name is Maggie Irwin,” she said with a pleasant smile. That one that crinkles your
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eyes and makes you look like you’re laughing.
The black mama blinked for a few seconds before she cautiously took my mama’s hand
and shook it.
“Mary Overton,” she said slowly.
Mama turned to the black daddy and he took her hand a little faster.
“James Overton, a pleasure,” his voice was smart. I could tell cause there was a lot of
smart people and he had one of those high voices that always knew what theys were sayin’.
He moved his hand down to the kids around his knees. “And these are the twins, Minnie and
Mark.”
Mama bent down just a little and smiled down at them.
“Pleased to meet you.”
They both looked a little shy, but they smiled anyways.
Mama put a hand on my head, “This here is Winnie.”
“Like Minnie,” the little girl shouted a little loud.
Mrs. Overton squinted a bit, like she was gonna get hit, but my mama just laughed,
“That’s right.”
Minnie was the prettiest girl I’d ever seen. She had a smart little nose and pretty, shinny,
curly hair. It bounced when she moved and it fell over her face like little stormy clouds. She
wore the prettiest sky blue dress with shiny white lace. My heart was beatin faster than a drum
and I didn’t know why.
The parents started talkin’ and I crept closer to the them.
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“How old are you?” I asked a little shy like.
Minnie messed with the lace on the hem of her dress, “I’m six.”
I brightened up, “Me too,” I said.
Minnie smiled, small, but sincere. The boy came around the other side, bouncin’ and
said, “I’m six too.”
Minnie frowned, “Of course, you’re six too, Mark. We’re twins.”
I liked the way Minnie talked. She sounded old, like an adult and educated.
“You’re pretty,” I said and Minnie hid her face a little, but I could tell she was smilin’.
For a moment I was mesmerized. I was pulled out of my frozen state by a pat on my shoulder
from my mother.
“Well, you’re all welcome to come over for dinner anytime. We only live about two
houses down the street from you,” she said with a smile.
Mr. and Mrs. Overton smiled a little slow, like they weren’t sure.
“We’d love to Mrs. Irwin,” Mrs. Overton said.
“Oh, none of that now,” Mama said with a wave of her hand, “Call me Mary, please.
We’re always free after six so pop by anytime.”
“Very well then Mary, we’d love to come over some time,” Mr. Overton said in that
smart voice.
“Good then,” Mama said and took my hand, “Come on Winnie, let’s go find your Papa.”
I waved goodbye and let myself get pulled along. I skipped along and looked up at
Mama.
“I’m in love with Minnie,” I blurted without thinkin’.
Mama startled a little. “Don’t be silly Winnie,” she laughed.
I frowned, “But Mama I do love her.”
Mama was shakin’ her head, “You can’t love a girl, like that Winnie.”
I looked down, confused. “Why not?”
“Cause she’s a girl,” Mama said looking around for Papa.
“Oh,” I sighed sad, “Okay.”
She looked down at me, “Don’t you worry Winnie. You’re a pretty girl, you’ll find yourself a nice boy and settle down.”
“Ok, Mama,” I said, perking up a bit.
I didn’t know it at the time, but my Mama was a liar.
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A "Good" Girl
Sam Romberger

She carries herself like a pot of boiling soup.
Anything to spill would be sorely wasted.
Each step she lands on the base of her toes
So as not to disrupt the ground.
She whispers unprovoked apologies
With lips curved up like butterfly wings.
Her dress flows with the breeze, never against it,
And under it, her skin is pale,
As smooth as the day she was born.
She carries herself like a bird with a broken wing.
Careful not to damage, or brush up against
Even the air itself.
She tilts up her chin to show she is listening.
(How rude it would be not to listen –
How inexcusably rude.)
She hides the indent of her waist.
She hides it, so it can be one man’s secret
That she will never tell.
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The Naked Jogger of
Cardiggle
William Hiestand

Cardiggle was the friendliest town
on the map, even the welcome sign agreed.
Every summer, Cardiggle’s friendly merchants,
cobblestone roads, historic landmarks and
intricate residential architecture welcomed
thousands of tourists and history buffs into the
quaint little town.
Henry Blumstead, Cardiggle’s stout
and friendly mayor, had one simple job: keep
Cardiggle the friendliest town on the map. At
every monthly town hall meeting, the pudgy
mayor pounded his gavel, straightened his
waistcoat, and proudly proclaimed, “Welcome
to the monthly town hall meeting of Cardiggle,
the friendliest town on the map.” Each month,
the few attendees politely smiled.
The residents of Cardiggle took great
pride in their town, but friendliness and pride
can run amok. And that’s precisely what
occurred the summer of ’98.
It was a pristine morning when people
first spotted a naked jogger running through
Cardiggle. Mass confusion ensued. Ladies
screamed, teenagers giggled, adult hand
abruptly covered young eyes, and old men
shook their heads wondering what the country
was coming to.
Nonetheless, every morning, rain or
shine, the mysterious naked jogger donned
his running shoes, stretched his muscles, and
galloped through Cardiggle keeping cadence to
the music blaring through his headphones.
Disgusted residents demanded action.
Mayor Blumstead called an emergency town
hall meeting. Men, women, and children
packed the hall and looked on angrily as Mayor

Blumstead pounded his gavel, straightened his
waistcoat, and proudly proclaimed, “Welcome
to this emergency town hall meeting of
Cardiggle, the friendliest town on the—”
“Get on with it!” someone shouted.
“Cut the crap, Blumstead!” another
angry citizen hollered.
Mayor Blumstead shifted nervously and
said, “Okay. Well, uh, let’s begin then shall we?
To ensure order, we’ve provided a lectern and
microphone up front here. Those wishing to
voice their concerns, please come forward make
a line single file. Speak clearly into the mic and
refrain from any foul language, we have young
ears present this evening at our meeting.”
Immediately, a long line formed behind
the wooden lectern. Mabel Cartwright was first
in line. Her large black purse dangled from
the crook of her elbow. She gently tapped the
microphone with her pudgy fingers to see if it
was on, and then began: “Mayor Blumstead, last
year the residents of Cardiggle suggested hiring
a police officer, but you opposed that idea.
Now we have a pervert running on our streets,
exposing his-his—” Mabel glanced down at her
midsection. “—you know what I’m referring
to. It’s an embarrassment to our noble, historic
town. I think I speak for everyone when I say
that you need to do something now!”
With a quick jerk of her head, Mabel
turned to sit down when another thought jolted
her back to the microphone. She shoved the
person waiting behind her out of the way and
added, “Remember this Mayor Blumstead, the
residents of Cardiggle elected you and we can—
bring you down!”
Mabel glared up at the mayor through
her bifocals and for a brief, wordless moment,
Mabel’s eyes whispered a silent warning: Henry
Blumstead, resolve this problem or so help
me God, I’ll scandalize you even if it means
bringing myself down with you.
Mabel flexed her nostrils, adjusted her
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large bosom, and took her seat.
Three years earlier, Mabel Cartwright’s
dull marriage coupled with Mayor Blumstead’s
overactive libido provided the necessary
spark to ignite their extramarital affair. Henry
Blumstead wanted more pizzazz in his life, so
every other Friday night he’d inform his wife
that Cardiggle business demanded his attention.
“Committee meetings, darling. We must make
sure the public utilities are in good working
order.” But Henry Blumstead had no committee
meetings. His own ‘utilities’ were the ones he
wanted to ensure were in good working order.
So, every other Friday night, Henry Blumstead
showed Mabel Cartwright that Cardiggle was,
without doubt, the friendliest town on the map.
“Duly noted, Mrs. Cartwright,”
Blumstead said as he took a sip of water and
loosened his tie a tad.
Ezekiel Jackson, the owner of the
Cardiggle Inn was next in line. “Mayor
Blumstead, everyone appreciates the time
and energy you invest in making Cardiggle
a wonderful place to live and work. In the
fifty-five years I’ve lived in Cardiggle we’ve
overcome many challenges. Some problems take
care of themselves over the course of time, but
many don’t. This naked menace running like a
savage through our streets is an abomination.
We must run him out of town.”
Ezekiel dabbed beads of perspiration
from his brow and continued, “Also, the
financial ramifications of this naked buffoon
running amok could prove disastrous to our
local economy. No one wants to visit a town
with a naked lunatic on the loose.”
“Thank you, Zeke. I appreciate your
candor and honesty. I couldn’t agree more,”
Mayor Blumstead said.
“One final point, if I may,” Ezekiel
interposed. “Our family business has been in
Cardiggle for over two centuries. If something
isn’t done about this naked jogger, I’ll be forced
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to—close the Inn!”
Ezekiel gazed up at Henry Blumstead
through his bushy grey eyebrows and for a
brief, wordless moment, Ezekiel Jackson silently
screamed at the mayor: You take care of this
mess, Henry Blumstead, or I’ll drag your name
through the mud!
Ezekiel Jackson received many benefits
from his generous political contributions to the
mayor. Cuts in utility prices for the Inn. Safety
inspections routinely overlooked building code
violations. Zoning ordinances were kept tight
in Cardiggle to assure that there would be no
competitors encroaching on Jackson’s Inn. In
return for the favors, Ezekiel Jackson provided
a suite every other Friday evening for Mayor
Blumstead and Mabel Cartwright to keep their
romantic fire burning. Shutting the doors of
the Cardiggle Inn would be a tragedy of epic
proportion.
“Thank you,” Mayor Blumstead said
through as dry, raspy voice. Ezekiel nodded and
took his seat while Edward Spothe, manager of
the Cardiggle Bank adjusted the microphone to
suit his short stature.
“Mayor Blumstead,” Edward said, “if
businesses like Jackson’s Inn and Cartwright’s
Bakery close their doors it’ll seriously impact
our ability to sustain a stable banking institution
in Cardiggle. I don’t want to sound pessimistic,
but if the bank closes its doors, we’ll be forced
to—call in our loans!”
Edward Spothe peered up at Mayor
Blumstead and for a brief, wordless moment,
Spothe’s eyes warned Henry Blumstead: You’ll
be forced to pay back your personal loans,
Mayor Blumstead. If you cannot repay, you’ll be
disgraced!
Over the years, Henry Blumstead’s
compulsive gambling problem forced him to
take out loans from the Cardiggle Bank. Mrs.
Blumstead’s name was never included on any
of the loan documents. If Henry’s gambling

problems weren’t enough, there was also the
hush money Mayor Blumstead had to pay out
to Fred Weatherstone who spotted the Mayor
and Mabel sneaking into the Cardiggle Inn
one Friday night. Fred Weatherstone assured
the Mayor that for a price he’d keep the affair
secret. After all, scandal could ruin a town.
“Duly noted, Mr. Spothe,” Blumstead
said.
Desperate to shorten the meeting, Mayor
Blumstead announced, “Ladies and gentlemen,
we’ve heard from several folks this evening
expressing the concerns of Cardiggle. Unless
you have something new to add, those who are
still in line, please be seated.”
Everyone returned to his or her seat,
except Reverend Harboogle. Blumstead
anxiously motioned for Harboogle to proceed.
“Fellow citizens of Cardiggle, does
anyone in this room know the name of the
naked jogger? Has anyone visited his home?
Has anyone bothered to welcome him to our
town? Spoken to him reasonably? It seems to
me that we are condemning a man of whom we
know very little about.” Harboogle turned and
looked out at the crowd.
“You’re not suggesting that we tolerate
this naked jogger!” Blumstead boomed.
“No sir, I’m not suggesting that we
tolerate illegal behavior. I’m suggesting that
we get to know the man, speak with him, and
explain to him why we believe his behavior is
detrimental to our community. Perhaps he’ll
stop. Perhaps he has something valuable to offer
to our town.”
“That’s absurd!” shouted Mabel
Cartwright.
The restless crowd stirred. Murmurs of
angers rumbled through the room.
“Order!” Mayor Blumstead commanded
with a pound of his gavel. He pointed down
at the Reverend and said, “You’ve fallen off
your rocker, Reverend! We cannot placate this

perverted jogger. His behavior is abominable.
I’ll think on a possible solution to this problem
tonight and we will reconvene tomorrow
evening to discuss an action plan. If we must
remove the naked jogger by force, so be it!
Meeting adjourned!”
Early the next morning, as Mayor
Blumstead was reading the morning newspaper
and drinking his morning coffee, a knock
sounded at his front door. “I got it, dear!”
Blumstead said and placed the newspaper on
the table. He shuffled to the front door, and
much to his surprise, the naked jogger stood
before him, fully clothed.
Henry Blumstead shook with anger.
Before the naked jogger could utter a word,
Blumstead shouted, “I don’t know who you
are, nor do I wish to know. You’re a depraved
imbecile who is not welcomed in our town.
Leave! And never return!”
The naked jogger stared at the mayor
and smiled. For a brief, wordless moment
his eyes softly said to Mayor Blumstead: I
understand. I know what you fear, Mayor
Blumstead. You fear me. You fear…exposure.
With a quick turn, the naked jogger
walked off Mayor Blumstead’s porch, got in his
car, and disappeared, never to be seen again.
That evening, Mayor Henry Blumstead
stood up at the Cardiggle town hall meeting.
He pounded his gavel for order, straightened
his waistcoat, and proudly proclaimed, “I have
good news my friends. Cardiggle’s problem is
gone for good.”
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